Customer Guide

Dreamin’ Big Scrapbooking Workshop

The cutting diagrams and patterns for this workshop come from p. 34 of our Make It from Your Heart” Vol. 1 how-to book, which contains both scrapbook and card patterns for those who love it all! To learn more about our pattern books, talk to your Independent Consultant.

**MATERIALS NEEDED**

(Enough for five people to each complete the two-page layout)

- D1714 My Acrylix® Dreamin’ Big—Scrapbooking Stamp Set
- BULK396 Dreamin’ Big Paper Packet
- X7218D Dreamin’ Big Coordinating Cardstock
- 1385 White Daisy Cardstock
- Z2865 Juniper Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
- Z2852 Poppy Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
- Z2823 Goldrush Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
- Z3315 Dreamin’ Big Sequins
- Y1000 1” × 1” My Acrylix® Block
- Y1005 1” × 6½” My Acrylix® Block
- Y1012 4” × 5” My Acrylix® Block

**TIPS**

- Use White Daisy cardstock for base
- Attach A 1½” from bottom of page
- Attach B 1½” from top of page, keeping right edges flush
- Using Juniper ink, stamp “Hello” 3¼” from bottom of page and 1½” from left edge
- Using Juniper ink, stamp “Spring” bellow “Hello,” aligning slightly to the right, as shown
- Using Goldrush ink, stamp solid flower below “H” as shown
- Using Poppy ink, stamp three small flower outlines around Goldrush flower and one above “O,” as shown
- Cluster Dreamin’ Big sequins around title as desired
If you would like to turn this project into a two-page layout, use the materials listed on the first page and the instructions below to create a second, coordinating page. The pattern below is also from p. 34 of our *Make It from Your Heart™* Vol. 1 how-to book.
TIPS

- Use White Daisy cardstock for base
- Attach A 1¾" from top of page, keeping left edges flush
- Attach B ¼" below A and 1/8" from left edge of page
- Attach C ¼" from A and B
- Attach D ¼" from A and C
- Attach E 1½" from bottom of page and ⅛" from D
- Attach F 1½" from bottom of page and ⅛" from E
- Using Goldrush ink, stamp one solid flower in top right corner of page and one in bottom left corner of page, as shown
- Using Poppy ink, stamp three small flower outlines around top left Goldrush flower and one near bottom Goldrush flower, as shown
- Cluster Dreamin' Big sequins around flowers as desired